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OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT                                                              .                                                                

 

 

 

Brilliance is a Stellar based token that will be used to 

enable multiple functions within Pinnacle, a full featured 

multi-exchange investment application with true trading 

automation and complete account management functions, 

that will connect all other major exchanges and 

brokerages into a single access point for the first time in 

history. 

 

>Overview 

 

Cash is going away. It’s a statement that many would have thought impossible 10 

years ago. Then Bitcoin was created in 2009. At first, the public thought it was a 

phase. Slowly over the next few years Bitcoin and altcoins (cryptocurrency) 

developed and grew in popularity and function. Now, 8 years later, it is clear that 

crypto-currency is more than a phase. In fact many experts believe that crypto will 

supplant other forms of exchange within the next two decades.  

 

We all know that. That is why we are here. We all want to be a part of this 

incredible technology, for what it promises us individually and for the world. The 

most basic expression of our interest in this new form of monetary exchange is to 

own these coins/tokens and participate in their growth as a tradable digital 

commodity. Millions of people are learning about Bitcoin, Ethereum, Stellar 

Lumens, and other altcoins every day. Those individuals are joining the millions of 

us who are already actively trading these currencies.  

 

The entire crypto community is involved with trading in one form or another, and 

there are many different options to choose when trading open markets. Many 

investors use brokerages with staff who make the trading decisions for their 

clients. Most crypto people use third party charting websites/apps and individual 

exchanges. Huge numbers of people rely on advice from trading professionals on 

Twitter and other sites to decide how they should invest.  

 

There are an endless number of special advice services, charts, tools, and tricks 

a trader can use to become successful. But which tools should you use? Are 

there any strategies that every trader should use to be successful? Which people 

should you listen to? Who has the best exchange with fastest execution? Should 
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you hold for the long term, or exit now in profit? Whose trades should you 

“follow”? What kind of real track record does the trader have and can he be 

trusted to stay consistent? What should you do about long term investment?    

 

Whether you are a pro or just getting started, there are so many options available 

to the modern trader that it can become overwhelming. If someone could come 

up with a single platform to answer all of those questions and provide the means 

to apply the best of that information to your trades in a consistent and successful 

manner, it would be the pinnacle of brilliance.  

 

Enter Pinnacle and Brilliance.  

 

Pinnacle is the trading and investment platform that will become your primary 

point of access to the growing world of crypto, CFD, stocks, futures, and options 

investment. Pinnacle will be a full featured investment multiplex with truly 

automated trading features for beginners, and the very best trading tools for 

professionals. This platform will revolutionize trading cryptocurrency and world 

markets.  

 

Pinnacle services include:  

 

● Access to every major trading exchange and ability to execute all trading 

functions within the platform (PC, Mac, Android and iOS) 

● Fully automated arbitrage trading within and between all exchanges 

● Copy/follow professional traders as they place trades across multiple 

platforms simultaneously (with multi-month performance based 

qualification system and automated commissions) 

● YamaCat Trading Course for beginners to learn all skills necessary to be 

a competent trader in real time 

● Extensive charting app for all exchanges with advanced AI trade pattern 

recognition/identification, automated trade execution, and trade setup 

alerts for professionals 

● Pinnacle proprietary trading strategy signals (80%+ accuracy) with 

programmable execution for any exchange and any market 

● Encrypted group messaging and monetized communications feature for 

professionals to offer trade recommendation subscriptions (trading 

strategies/tips, group based training, etc.)  

● Specialized Pinnacle automated trading systems geared toward 1:1 

trading of crypto and stocks with exceptionally low risk and consistently 

high rates of return 

● Portfolio Investment Management Suite to track your holdings and help 

you build them for the short and long term  

● Traders Market for users to buy and sell their own tools, indicators, bots, 

subscriptions, and private group memberships  
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We think different people excel in different trading environments. If a person is not 

suited to the stress/pressure and fast decision making in forex, then 1:1 trading 

would be perfect. Especially for people who don't have a lot of time to trade. 

 

“Every single person can become a 

successful trader as long as they 

choose the trading style that fits their 

strengths and weaknesses.” 

 

Brilliance (BRIL) is a Stellar based token that will perform a multitude of utility 

functions within the Pinnacle Investment Platform. BRIL will be the backbone of 

Pinnacle. Brilliance has quick 3.5 second block times so that users will 

experience fast execution for trades and arbitrage. Brilliance will be the token that 

acts as a high-speed vehicle to initiate and complete core transactions within the 

Pinnacle platform. 

 

All major features within the Pinnacle platform will require that users hold a 

balance of BRIL to meet requirements for transactions, fees, commissions, 

bonuses, subscriptions, and purchase of other users’ services in the Pinnacle 

Traders Market. 

 

The tokens will facilitate key trading functions between exchanges and the 

Pinnacle platform when executing trades and investing between various coins 

and tokens. They will also be a payment for “follow/copy” trading commissions, 

subscription service fees, transfer fees, trading bonuses (for pro traders), and 

tips. 

 

After launch, Pinnacle users may purchase or sell the Brilliance utility tokens from 

any major crypto trading exchange. The requirement for BRIL tokens to be held 

and used for Pinnacle services will ensure a consistent increase in value and 

price of these tokens. We will constantly be working to expand Pinnacle and 

acquire accounts with major banks and trading firms to further boost BRIL value 

on a consistent basis. 
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>Why we need a decentralized mechanism and a token 

 

You might have noticed that many algorithmic trading platforms that are funded 

through Ethereum ICOs don’t really need tokens at all, and merely run off 

centralized databases, recording little if any meaningful information on 

blockchains. 

 

The transaction speed and low computation cost of Stellar means that it is 

possible to create a truly decentralized copy trading platform. This means that 

trading and copy trading records achieved on Pinnacle will not be falsifiable, even 

by us! It will certainly not be possible for users to manipulate them by getting 

friends to upvote copy trading performance, or any similar method. The accuracy 

(or otherwise) of trading signals given by traders on Pinnacle will be clear for all to 

see. 

 

 

“Pinnacle will be the first multi-

exchange, decentralised trading and 

copy trading platform” 

 

 

A token is necessary in order to play certain computational functions within the 

platform which require consensus, and between exchanges which requires very 

high transaction speeds. Pinnacle will be a multi-exchange, decentralised trading 

and copy trading platform – the first of its kind – and certain information which is 

necessary to truly verify trading records and copy trading records in an 

unfalsifiable manner needs to be transmitted on the Stellar blockchain. This will 

give us a unique advantage over centralised platforms like 1broker, eToro, and 

Tradingview, and over Ethereum based platforms that contain approximations of 

certain of our features. 

 

Furthermore, it is necessary to use Stellar rather than Ethereum in order to do 

this. Ethereum based trading platforms are often not truly decentralised due to 

practical concerns of computational cost and speed. They could really be done 

without tokens a lot of the time. But Pinnacle can properly utilise a token, as the 

transaction cost of Stellar mean that it can be used for the real purposes for which 

blockchains were designed. Ethereum currently has an issue with computational 
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cost, as well as inherent issues in the solidity language that led to the recent 

disasters such as Parity. 

 

The way we will achieve this is no different to the way it would be achieved in any 

Stellar network architecture and doesn't require elaboration if you are familiar with 

how Stellar (or blockchains in general for that matter) work and interact with 

centralised components in systems. The only real novelty is how we achieve 

consensus for "single instance events" such as trade placement, in order to 

confirm trading records - this is not obvious but the solution might become clear 

to blockchain architects with some reflection and thinking outside the box. We 

cannot expound on this in the whitepaper as we believe our solution is 

patentable. 

 

 

 
The token is also necessary in order to transcend boundaries between areas of 

differing financial regulation, which is why a project like this has not been possible 

Forward propagation 

layer. Communication 

with APIs in different 

ways depending on 

latency allowance, 

including Stellar 

transactions, and  

reserve telehash 

protocol. 

Website display Unfalsifiable 

blockchain verified results of 

copy trading and trading calls. 

Backward propagation 

layer. Relaying of trading 

outcomes across the 

blockchain. 

User friendly GUI available for 

desktop, tablet and mobile 

phone. 

FIGURE 1: A high level architectural outline of one part of the proposed decentralized 

Stellar-based trading performance records transcription, within a hypothetical order filling 

environment catering for both single exchange and multi-exchange execution. 

Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4 

Exchange API matrix 

layer. Individual trades 

executed through 

single exchange, 

group calls executed  

through multiple 

exchanges to avoid 

slippage scenarios. 
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prior to blockchain, and why what we have called the "problem of exchange 

separation" in some of the articles on the site, which has existed since the 

beginnings of trading 6000 years ago in Mesopotamia, was not resolved by the 

rise of computerised trading that began the Nasdaq era. You need true 

decentralisation to do this, not just abstract mainframe style computation, and 

Pinnacle, via Stellar, will make this a reality. (And you need Stellar rather than 

Ethereum for practical considerations of speed and cost.) 

 

For many “ethereum based” platforms the token is not really necessary, except as 

a fundraising mechanism to get around SEC legislation, but with Pinnacle it is 

indispensable and is the very backbone of what we will do. Brilliance is one of the 

best examples of a true utility token that exists.  

 

So a token certainly is necessary. Brilliance as a modified Stellar based token is 

set to provide revolutionary and unique trading platform functions that Ethereum 

tokens cannot achieve for practical reasons. We have intentionally tried to keep 

the rest of the whitepaper focussed on uses of the platform rather than technical 

information for now, as this is what most people will get most benefit from 

reading, and because this is necessary to preserve patentable rights. 

>ICO legal considerations 

 

It is very common to hear members of the crypto community shout that ICOs are 

illegal. They are mistaken. There is no law against ICOs. If an ICO is for a utility 

token, and has passed the Howey test, anyone can participate. Brilliance passes 

the Howey test and is a true utility token. The SEC has given advice about ICOs, 

but no laws have been passed as of this writing. 

 

I repeat, no laws governing ICOs have been passed. SEC rules exist for 

“securities” and some tokens can be categorized as such, but that is what the 

Howey test is used for.. to assess if the token is a utility or security. For a security 

token, the US requires that only “accredited” investors be allowed to participate. 

Brilliance is not a security, and we completely pass the Howey test. In addition, to 

simplify matters, and because our development team has members in multiple 

countries, we have legally incorporated in Belize. We are not a US based ICO. To 

dispel further misinformation, SEC laws do not apply to non US citizens or ICOs.  

 

There is nothing to prevent citizens of any country from participating in our ICO.   

 

We have taken all necessary steps to ensure that our project is completely legal. 

There are multiple links in the reference section of this white paper that go over 

specifics about ICOs.    
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PINNACLE FEATURES IN DETAIL                           . 

 

>API access to all major exchanges 

 

Pinnacle will allow users to add all major trading exchanges to their dashboard 

and trade each one with full functionality. This will include Bittrex, Poloniex, 

Cryptopia, Bitfinex, Kraken, 1Broker, Metatrader, TD Ameritrade and many other 

forex, commodities, and stock trading exchanges.  

 

Once the platform is nearing completion, we will communicate with our contacts 

in major trading websites and banks to negotiate inclusion of Pinnacle into the 

client services. Barclays Bank has already expressed interest in adding Pinnacle 

to their services. Stellar based tokens are quickly becoming the blockchain of 

choice for fintech, and Brilliance will be leading the pack in platform based utility 

tokens. Our platform is going to revolutionize trading for the masses and make 

consistent profit within the reach of all traders, not just the top tier.  

 

You can have multiple trades active with multiple exchanges at once and manage 

them with ease. Pinnacle will have an Exchange control page which will display 

all of your active trades and allow changes and orders on the fly. We will also 

include specialized trading orders (such as trailing stop loss) that may not be 

readily available on some exchanges but can be executed by Pinnacle. Many 

exchanges don’t even have trailing stop loss orders. Pinnacle will solve that 

problem and allow for “uniform” trading options between all exchanges. 

  

Crypto exchanges set for inclusion: 

Poloniex 

Bittrex 

Bitfinex 

Kraken 

Cryptopia 

 

Forex/Commodities/Stock/Futures exchanges set for inclusion: 

1Broker 

Forex.com 

FXCM 

SimpleFX 

Tradersway 
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Metatrader 

TD Ameritrade 

 

We will add support for new exchanges based on user interest and trade volume 

on an on-going basis. 

>Shapeshift.io / Changelly.com support 

 

We chose to include support for Shapeshift / Changelly to provide a fast and 

simple  way to convert your coins for payment, subscriptions, tips, or anything 

else. The Shapeshift module will work with our own wallet and BRIL to allow 

conversion between most major cryptocurrencies. In later phases we will contact 

Coinbase, Bitpay, PayPal, and other companies about "crypto - fiat - bank 

account" choices. We want to give you the best options to manage all of your 

funds through Pinnacle.  

>“CopyCat” trade following system 

 

Millions of users have been looking for the best trade copying service or site that 

allows trading in crypto, forex, CFDs, stocks, bonds, futures, and options. Few 

options are currently available, and even fewer allow copying crypto trades. We 

know how important these features are to users, so Pinnacle will have a complete 

module set up for copy/follow trading. BRIL must be held to pay commissions to 

the professional traders a user chooses to follow. 

 

Traders who share their trades will get commissions paid in BRIL on a sliding 

scale based on the trader’s performance rating. Exceptional traders will be given 

bonuses for large wins and increased commissions based on performance and 

number of followers. We chose to build the copy/follow system into Pinnacle with 

all exchanges accessible to the pro traders and the users who follow them.  

 

In addition to that, Pinnacle will allow users to customize how they follow traders. 

Risk levels, specific markets, specific exchanges, and even time of day. If a user 

doesn't want to be in "follow trades" during big news data releases, they can 

select to stay out such trades. For example, if a user doesn't want to be in silver 

trades, Pinnacle will exclude silver trades from the copy/follow execution.  

 

Pinnacle will include a trading qualification system for pros who would like to be 

followed by users. To qualify as "Brilliance-Certified”, Each pro must trade for 3 

months and show consistent profit with limited drawdown. If the trader is 

incapable of maintaining consistently good performance, they will not qualify as a 

certified trader. Non-certified traders can still be followed by users and get 

commissions, but they will not qualify for certified trader bonuses and additional 
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commissions until they successfully pass a qualification test. Certified traders 

may adjust their commission levels within set parameters. Better traders will be 

able to charge a higher fee if they choose to do so. 

 

In the event that a certified trader falls into a pattern of bad trading performance, 

Pinnacle will automatically pull qualification from their account. We want users to 

get consistent profits from our platform, so it will be built to maintain quality 

control over all aspects of its trading features. 

 

Users must have an account at each exchange and they will need to have an 

adequate coin/fiat balance at each to consistently copy trades. If the user does 

not have an adequate balance to match their chosen trade size at a particular 

exchange, that individual trade will not execute. For users who want to stick with 

a specific exchange for all of their copy/follow trades, there will be a setting that 

can be chosen to execute all compatible trades on that specific exchange. In the 

event that the exchange does not support an individual trade, no trade will be 

executed.  

 

We will be offering some incredible perks to the community when the ICO begins. 

Make sure to check our webpage often for news and articles.  

 

>“YamaCat” trading course for beginners 

 

There will be a special module included within Pinnacle that provides a complete 

step by step trading course in real time. Yama Cat will guide the trader through 

basic skills and onward to more complicated trading strategies. All of this will be 

done by using small trades in real time market conditions, so that the beginner 

can learn while actively making trades. The best way to learn something is by 

practical application. Yama Cat Trading Course will turn beginners into competent 

traders with the skills to earn consistent profits every day.  

 

After a user feels that they have learned everything they need from the YamaCat 

step by step instructional course, they can choose to have YamaCat assist them 

with real time analysis of their active trades. Yama will alert traders to whether a 

trade they are planning is good or bad. This feature will be a great help for all 

traders who want a second opinion before they place a trade.  

>Advanced charting and strategies 

 

The features listed above leads us to the next module within Pinnacle which is 

advanced charting. Pinnacle will pull price data from each exchange you connect 
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with and apply our proprietary algorithms to the charts. Pinnacle will identify major 

trading patterns in a clear and easy to understand manner. All trading patterns 

will be covered. From pennants, to Gartley, to reversals, and even candlestick 

chart patterns. It is your choice to use one or all of them. The charts will find those 

patterns in real time and identify them for you on the charts.  

 

In addition, for a subscription fee, you can add-on Whale Watchers proprietary 

trading strategies. These include WW EMA, PSF (Perpetual Sequence 

Forecasting), and ULK (Unified Lunar Key). With these strategies, a trader can be 

confident to pick the correct direction and timing for their trade with an accuracy 

greater than 80%.  

 

Check “knightlife999” Twitter feed for past performance BTC direction/time calls 

over the last 3 years. That is a simplified example for public demonstration 

purposes, but it gives an idea of how accurate our systems can be. Pinnacle will 

include auto-trade functions that can be set to identify and execute trades using 

our strategies. Risk level and margin preferences are fully customizable and exits 

are also automated with multiple ways to lock in profit.  

 

Users will have the option of creating their own auto-trading strategies as well. 

Pinnacle will include an easy to use trading setup and simple drag and drop rule 

system that can execute as many trades as you like between each exchange 

using our strategies or your own. User created strategies can be sold on the 

“Pinnacle Trader’s Market” for BRIL.  

>Low risk, high yield trading strategies 

 

Pinnacle will have a specialized 1:1 no margin low risk trading system for use with 

crypto, stocks, and some commodities. The drawdown will be at nearly zero and 

win rate exceptionally high. If you've been looking to reduce stress and sit back, 

this is the module for you. 

 

Floor traders are already asking for this module in advance so that they can go on 

vacation and let Pinnacle do all of the work. Without margin being used, your 

account cannot be margin called, and the module will only trade markets with 1:1 

trading options. Obviously, some exchanges charge to hold overnight, but if you 

purchase BTC or stocks, you can hold as long as you like.  
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This module will utilize the proprietary 

WW trading strategies with over 80% 

win rate to build your account on a 

consistent basis. 

 

 

This module will utilize the proprietary WW trading strategies with over 80% win 

rate to build your account on a consistent basis. You can choose to take the 

signals and execute trades on your own, or turn on the automation service and let 

Pinnacle do it for you.  

>Trading strategy/indicator builder 

 

Pinnacle users will be able to create their own tools, bots, and strategies for use 

with their accounts. This module will be simple to use and feature drag and drop 

rules to create your strategies. Users will also be able to create chart indicators 

and tools with drag and drop rules and drawing tools. Users may sell their 

creations in the Traders Market for BRIL.  

>Encrypted communication services 

 

Pinnacle will include a multifaceted encrypted communication system. Groups 

can create private chat rooms to team up with other traders and plan strategies. 

Trading instructors can set up subscription based rooms for their paid classes 

and choose to be paid in BRIL.  

 

Users who offer trading advisory services will be able to charge subscriptions and 

send out their calls to all of their subscribers or specific individuals. Users can 

include charts from the Pinnacle advanced charting module to add depth to their 

recommendations. If a trader prefers to give public tips for free, there will be a 

non-encrypted public board for that purpose. Users can also add chart drawings 

to their public calls. Subscription services will also have a ranking system and 

“Brilliance Certified” qualification based on performance. 

 

In later development phases, pro traders can choose to send complete 

automated trade setups to subscribers. When received the subscriber will have 
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the option to activate the trading recommendation and the automated trading 

system will set it up exactly as noted by the pro.  

>Fully automated arbitrage trading 

 

Many apps have promised to offer an arbitrage trading bot, but have never really 

come through with an effective product. 

 

Pinnacle will include an automated arbitrage trading module that will analyze all 

exchanges within your account profile and execute trades within set parameters. 

To be clear, Pinnacle will allow users to make arbitrage trades on single 

exchanges and multiple exchanges at once. We all know the basic arbitrage trade 

takes place on one exchange between two markets. Pinnacle will provide that 

function, but it will also perform automated arbitrage between multiple exchanges 

with multiple markets. (Example.. LTC temporarily sells for a lower price on 

Poloniex than Bittrex. Pinnacle sets up the arbitrage trade and automatically 

makes all necessary transfers and trade executions to complete the transaction.) 

This is a complicated feature, but it is something that I have always wanted to see 

in a trading platform. Users can also select to only be alerted when certain 

parameters are met. 

 

When trading arbitrage, speed of execution is the key to a successful transaction. 

If your coin takes 15-30 minutes to confirm, the opportunity will likely pass you by. 

There will be three choices available to users which can ensure a quick transfer 

of funds to process the trade.  

 

The simple method: Pinnacle will analyze and execute arbitrage trades on 

individual exchanges. The platform will convert and swap coins/tokens 

automatically to facilitate the arbitrage trade. Pinnacle will be able to draw a solid 

return from these trades.   

 

The advanced method: Our team will negotiate an agreement with participating 

exchanges to extend credit in multiple coins with your BRIL account balance set 

as collateral. A high speed transaction will take place between Pinnacle, 

Brilliance, and the exchange to complete a full arbitrage trade. The speed of BRIL 

transfers and confirmation (average 3.5 seconds) is what makes this transaction 

work so quickly.  

 

The basic method: Standard arbitrage process where your chosen coins are 

automatically purchased, sent to the other exchange, and sold at the higher price. 

Afterward, Pinnacle will send the coins to the wallet of your choice. This process 

will be completely automated by Pinnacle. Pinnacle will choose the coin with 

quickest transfer speed to send between exchanges.  
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There will be a difference in arbitrage trade execution speed depending on the 

type of trade you are making. When an arbitrage trade is executed on a single 

exchange, the trade will take place in seconds. When the arbitrage trade is 

executed between two separate exchanges the speed of transfer and completion 

will depend on the coin chosen and speed of the exchange server. Pinnacle will 

execute the latter as fast as is currently possible. We will continue to work on 

methods to speed up the exchange to exchange transfer system moving forward. 

BRIL will be used to cover small arbitrage fees. 

 

There are new exchanges in the works that will not charge fees, and we will be in 

contact with them for inclusion with our platform. Zero fees makes arbitrage 

opportunities more profitable. Our platform will be the most profitable way to trade 

arbitrage in the world and we will continue our work to make the process as fast 

as possible.  

>Pinnacle “traders market” 

 

Pinnacle users will have access to a Traders Market where they can sell services 

and tools to each other for BRIL. Users can offer their own bots, tools, indicators, 

trading call subscriptions, private group memberships and other services. 

Pinnacle will have a trading strategy builder that users can use to create their own 

automated bots and strategies to be used on their own accounts or sold in the 

Traders Market. We will expand features within the Traders Market to include 

retirement packages, accounting services, and tax preparation to name a few. All 

sales within the Traders Market will be paid with BRIL. 

>Portfolio investment management suite 

 

Pinnacle will include a full suite of investment management tools to track where 

you are and where you would like to go. In the early stages it will actively monitor 

your holdings and their values, providing graphs and studies to analyze historic 

price data and project potential future value. In later development phases, this 

module will be expanded and automated to find and invest in the best 

opportunities across the spectrum of markets using a proprietary AI system.  

 

Whether it be stocks, currency, crypto, indices, options, or gold, Pinnacle will be 

capable of diversifying your portfolio and managing your investment capital for the 

near or long term. Users can plug in how they want their money to grow, risk 

profile, and time scale for investment or retirement. Pinnacle will analyze that 

data, choose the best options within your set parameters, and begin investing for 

you with zero stress and no endless hours sitting in front of a monitor.  
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Go out and enjoy your life and do something with your family or friends. Pinnacle 

will be working hard to make you consistent profits.  

>Future modules 

 

Future plans include a Twitter public bias analysis app and trade execution, an 

ICO investment module to monitor upcoming opportunities and facilitate 

purchases, app creator to design and add your own trading apps to the platform 

(and market them to the Pinnacle/Brilliance community), expanded trading 

strategies, whale-call notification and newsfeed. 

  

Pinnacle and Brilliance will be a revolutionary advancement in trading technology. 

>Supported devices 

 

Pinnacle is a software application that will be available for PCs, Macs, and mobile 

phones. 

>Wallet functionality 

 

Pinnacle account wallets will be able to send, receive, and store any Stellar 

based standard token. Stellar has its own integrated exchange which can be used 

to buy or sell any Stellar based token including Brilliance.  

 

ShapeShift.io / Changelly.com integration will allow Pinnacle users to convert 

between tokens easily from their Pinnacle account. Along with Shapeshift.io and 

our list of supported exchanges, we will be adding API support for major BTC, 

LTC, and ETH online wallets.  

 

 

EXTENDED OUTLOOK                                             . 

 

>ICO details 

 

The pre-ICO will begin on the 15th of January 2018 and will run for 15 days until 

the 30th of January 2018. One quarter of the total supply of BRIL will be available 

during the pre-ICO (minus private buys). Pre-ICO funds will be dedicated to 

marketing the main ICO. We are planning multiple methods of digital marketing 
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and will make certain that the public is fully aware of this opportunity. Our ICO 

structure will perform an exchange of BRIL coins for your payment. Payments will 

be made in Ethereum. Our pre-ICO has a special discount rate of 25% off for the 

entire period. This presale is aimed to raise funds to advertise and market the 

main ICO.  

 

● Maximum for sale pre-ICO 6,747,500 BRIL.  

● Pre-ICO price $0.75 USD = 1 BRIL 

● Minimum transaction amount $300 USD 

● Pre-ICO sale period 01:00am GMT Jan 15 2018 to 01:00am GMT Jan 30 

2018   

● Minimum pre-ICO goal: No minimum Pre-ICO  

● Pre-ICO Funds Main ICO  

● Pre-ICO funds will be used to buy services and ad spaces for 

Brilliance/Pinnacle Symbol BRIL  

● Maximum supply for sale ICO 26,990,000 BRIL  

● Payments will be made in ETH. 

● Price $1.00 USD = 1 BRIL  

● Minimum transaction amount $300 USD  

● ICO sale period 01:00am GMT Jan 31 2018 to 01:00am GMT Apr 25th 

2018 

● Emission rate: No new coins will ever be created   

 

>Token distribution  

 

25% of all tokens are available for purchase during the pre-ICO sales. 75% plus 

all unsold tokens from the pre-ICO will be available during the ICO sale. Zero 

tokens will be distributed to the Pinnacle/Brilliance team. No tokens are offered 

for bounties as all bounty payouts are in BTC. If the team requires Brilliance 

tokens, they will buy them from crypto trading exchanges. Since we will need to 

do this quite often, there will be a steady demand for BRIL from exchanges. 

Brilliance is a token made by traders, for traders.  

>Unsold tokens 

 

Following fundraising unsold tokens will be permanently (and provably) locked 

down (Stellar equivalent of burning). No tokens will be kept for devs. 
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>Funds allocation 

 

All raised funds from the ICO will be liquidated slowly to ensure no market 

disruptions. 

Development 70%  

Security Audits 10%  

Advertising 10% 

Legal 10%  

>Listing on exchanges 

 

Brilliance/Pinnacle has prepared necessary documents to be listed on crypto 

exchanges.  

 

Brilliance fits within the guidelines for inclusion on all crypto exchanges. The plan 

is to be listed on at least three exchanges after the ICO period is complete. 

>Roadmap and development plan 

 

Our roadmap plan is set to bring users the most features in the shortest amount 

of time. We want all of our users to begin making money and enjoying their lives 

as quickly as possible. With that in mind, we will be working tirelessly to complete 

development of the core features in a logical and expedient manner. 

 

Q2 2018 – Alpha Stage Complete - Preparing Closed Beta Testing Phase - Level 

1 automation tools including programmable EMA crosses, notifications, and 

arbitrage options, licensed through BRIL. Trading store accepting BRIL opens for 

sale of advanced trading technique documentation 

 

Q3 2018 - Full API exchange access connecting multiple forex, stock and crypto 

platforms into Pinnacle for single access point trade execution and monitoring. 

Shapeshift.io and changelly.com support. Encrypted communications for trading 

groups/calls. 

 

Q4 2018 - CopyCat trade following and copy trading system. Level 2 automation 

tools. Advanced charting tools and trading signals, PSF and ULK trading signal 

service begins.  

 

Q1 2019 - Portfolio management service, with retirement planning packages and 

automated execution. Blockchain based, unfalsifiable verification of trading 

records. 
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Q2 2019 - Integration of initial physical commodities anchors. Twitter analysis, 

ICO investor, App creator, Whale-alert and newsfeeds. 

 

Q3 2019 and beyond - Continued integration of increasingly varied physical 

commodities anchors. Continued integration of increasing numbers of exchanges 

and brokerages into Pinnacle multiplex. On-going upgrades to Pinnacle trading 

features and R&D for further features. 

>Development leads (see website for full biographies) 

 

Roman Guelfi-Gibbs 

Founder, Team leader, professional trader, trading systems/strategy design, 

public relations, marketing, author  

 

Edward Dale 

Project Manager, web and software developer, public relations, author  

 

Niall Gowanlock  

Web developer and software developer 

 

Zach Holmes  

Expert Software Engineer, Lead developer mobile apps 

 

Max Spath  

Backend Software Developer, trading strategy design 

  

Alex Roganov  

Custom trading indicators, System testing/debug, PR assist, e-publishing, 

software engineer 

 

Kuki Queue 

Graphic design, 3D and animation design, e-publishing 

>Advisory board 

 

David Drake 

Chairman of LDJ Capital  

 

Matt Reed (@DJThistle01) 

Trader and trading teacher 
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>Additional team 

 

Jean-Baptiste Perié 

International Business and Corporate Management, Crypto Trader 

 

Leonardo Cicconi 

Computer Science and Computational Mathematics, Software Engineer, Crypto 

Exchange Engineer, Crypto Trader 

 

Adrian Keyha 

Expert Forex Trader 

 

Denis Muhuri 

Affiliate Marketing, Crypto Trader 

 

Andrew Nassar 

Entrepreneur, Multinational Business Owner, Crypto Trader  

 

Christian Nishioka 

IT Professional, Crypto Trader 

 

Jesse Schrein 

Professional Business Management, Crypto Trader 

>Corporate backers/investors 

 

Yojimbo Protection Services, Inc. 

375 Potrero Ave. Suite 3 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

 

EDVService Späth 

Eckestraße 3 

35713 Eschenburg 

Deutschland 

>Official pinnacle brilliance contact info 

 

Mailing Address: 

Pinnacle Brilliance Systems Inc. 

Suite 508, Marina Towers 

Newtown Barracks Road 

Belize City, Belize, C.A. 
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Email:  

pinnacle-brilliance@protonmail.com 

 

Website 

https://pinnacle-brilliance.com 

 

Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/Pinnacle_Dev 

 

Facebook:  

https://www.facebook.com/PinnacleBrilliance/ 

 

Youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGb_EfXNxpM0aMhsmLQD3FA? 

 

Discord: 

https://discordapp.com/invite/SAGTGYa 

Reference info 

 

CFTC: ICO Tokens are Commodities 

https://blockexplorer.com/news/cftc-says-that-ico-tokens-are-commodities-but-

could-still-be-securities/ 

 

ICO token as security or utility 

https://arstechnica.co.uk/tech-policy/2017/07/sec-crypto-ico-securities-

regulation/?comments=1&post=33710227 

 

Howey Test 

https://medium.com/bittrust/passing-the-howey-test-how-to-regulate-blockchain-

tokens-d218da93a8b6 

 

Token Rights 

https://www.smithandcrown.com/token-rights/ 

 

ICO investment average returns: 

http://www.businessinsider.com/ico-mangrove-capital-average-returns-crypto-

icos-2017-10 

 

Potential for Chinese traders adopting the use of third party trading apps: 

https://twitter.com/Pinnacle_Dev
https://discordapp.com/invite/SAGTGYa
https://blockexplorer.com/news/cftc-says-that-ico-tokens-are-commodities-but-could-still-be-securities/
https://blockexplorer.com/news/cftc-says-that-ico-tokens-are-commodities-but-could-still-be-securities/
https://arstechnica.co.uk/tech-policy/2017/07/sec-crypto-ico-securities-regulation/?comments=1&post=33710227
https://arstechnica.co.uk/tech-policy/2017/07/sec-crypto-ico-securities-regulation/?comments=1&post=33710227
https://medium.com/bittrust/passing-the-howey-test-how-to-regulate-blockchain-tokens-d218da93a8b6
https://medium.com/bittrust/passing-the-howey-test-how-to-regulate-blockchain-tokens-d218da93a8b6
https://www.smithandcrown.com/token-rights/
http://www.businessinsider.com/ico-mangrove-capital-average-returns-crypto-icos-2017-10
http://www.businessinsider.com/ico-mangrove-capital-average-returns-crypto-icos-2017-10
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https://news.bitcoin.com/chinese-investors-to-trade-bitcoin-over-the-counter-via-

telegram/ 

 

Stellar: Connecting banks, payment systems, and people 

https://briandcolwell.com/2017/09/stellar-lumens-connecting-banks-payment-

systems-and-people/.html 

 

IBM press release: 

http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/53290.wss 

 

 

Stellar IBM adoption 

http://fortune.com/2017/10/16/ibm-blockchain-stellar/ 

 

knightlife999 Twitter feed: 

https://twitter.com/knightlife999 

 

Kuki Queue 

Graphic Design, Video & motion graphics: www.toughkuki.com 

>Disclaimer 

 

Risk of abandonment / lack of success and risk of dissolution of Pinnacle Brilliance 

Systems Inc. We will make every effort to ensure that the Pinnacle platform is completed 

and available to the public. You understand and accept that the creation of the Project 

Tokens and the development of the Project may be abandoned for a number of reasons, 

including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or 

prospects (e.g. caused by competing projects).  

 

You therefore understand and accept that there is no assurance that, even if the Project is 

partially or fully developed and launched, you will receive any benefits through the project 

tokens. In addition, you understand and accept that following abandonment of the Project 

it may no longer be viable for Pinnacle Brilliance Systems Inc. to operate and that it 

therefore may dissolve voluntarily.  

 

 

https://news.bitcoin.com/chinese-investors-to-trade-bitcoin-over-the-counter-via-telegram/
https://news.bitcoin.com/chinese-investors-to-trade-bitcoin-over-the-counter-via-telegram/
https://briandcolwell.com/2017/09/stellar-lumens-connecting-banks-payment-systems-and-people/.html
https://briandcolwell.com/2017/09/stellar-lumens-connecting-banks-payment-systems-and-people/.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/53290.wss
http://fortune.com/2017/10/16/ibm-blockchain-stellar/
https://twitter.com/knightlife999
http://www.toughkuki.com/

